
Christina Pushaw - Person of interest 

(Welcome to Wonderland, what’s up is down, what’s down is up and left or right all seems to be 

a crapshoot in a house of mirrors) 

So, the “mercenary media” conspired against Donald Trump fraudulently for “Russian collusion” 

and just like every other time they make dangerous and false accusations with pointed fingers, 

it’s because they are actually committing the crime themselves. In fact we know now that Donald 

Trump was innocent and in fact it now seems almost all the “cool” politicians and or their 

sponsors have a pet CCP, Russian or Nazi operative in their employ, except Trump. We’ve 

covered so many of the usual suspects when we think of this, the Epstein’s, Gates’s, Trudeau’s 

and Biden’s. I didn’t honestly see DeSantis being on this list to begin with, but here we are. 

Christina some folks might know, at not yet 33 yrs old was the 'press secretary' and now is the 

‘rapid response director’ for Ron DeSantis and his 2024 campaign for 

president. https://neverbackdown.org/  

She turned out to be interesting enough to get her very own deep 

dive, https://twitter.com/ChristinaPushaw 

 

 

This dive started with a social media graphic Brock sent me that made some connections. He 

asked if there was anything that was interesting enough to pull on, it was only the beginning.  

Who is she and where does she come from? 

https://neverbackdown.org/
https://twitter.com/ChristinaPushaw


 

Listed as a Republican, born in born in Washington state and raised in Malibu, California, her 

dad is the James Wilson Endowed Professor of Law at the Pepperdine University, has 2 sisters, 

one is a Harvard Grad and pilot in the US Marine corp.  

And this was where it got interesting 

 

 
 

In 2008 at 18 yrs old Pushaw developed an interest in Georgia, a post USSR breakaway nation in 

the Transcaucasus after hearing then presidential candidate John McCain speak about it. Also the 

birthplace of one 'Joseph Stalin.' While an undergrad, she volunteered for John McCain's 2008 

presidential campaign. When she researched Georgia, she was impressed by the 

accomplishments of then-president Mikheil Saakashvili. He has the rare distinction of having 

been President or Prime Minister of two different nations and has held Citizenship in 3. The 

influences of John Macain and Mikeil Saaskashvili forged this woman. (What could go wrong?) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikheil_Saakashvili 

 

By 2011, Pushaw was studying abroad in Moscow, Russia, 

In 2012 she graduated magna cum laude with a B.A. in history from the USC and then from 

2013 to June 2015, she lived in Tbilisi, the capital of Georgia where she worked at an exchange 

program that organized for Georgian students to study abroad in America, called My World 

Foundation. She managed the program with Giorgi Arveladze, a former Minister of Economy of 

Georgia that served under Saakashvili. Arveladze also worked for Yulia Tymoshenko, a former 

Prime Minister of Ukraine. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mikheil_Saakashvili


In 2017, she obtained a M.A. in international relations and economics from the Johns Hopkins 

University “School of Advanced International Studies Studies” and went abroad at the SAIS 

campus in Bologna, Italy researching Ukrainian constitutional reform and democratic 

development in Central Asia. In the spring 2017, she spent time in Kyiv, Ukraine to research for 

her graduate thesis, titled "The status of Crimean Tatars under Russian occupation" 

From June 2017 to August 2019, Pushaw worked in Washington, D.C. for Stand 

Together, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stand_Together a 'philanthropic' organization founded 

by Charles Koch (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Koch)  At Stand Together, she claims to 

have worked on the confirmation of Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh and the passing of 

the 2017 Tax Cuts and Jobs Act and in June 2019 the Charles Koch Foundation announced the 

foundation of anti-war think tank Quincy Institute for Responsible Statecraft, cosponsored by 

George Soros' Open Society Foundations. He is a board member at the Mercatus Center, a 

market-oriented research think tank at George Mason University. 

 

Her Bio: https://www.forumfreerussia.org/en/biographies/pushaw 

 

 

She spent her entire adult life working for the people Putin hated the most so unsurprisingly 

takes a hard line stance against Putin and Russia. In 2019 one of her New Europe op-eds stated: 

"The parallels to Ukraine are obvious. Russia invaded Georgia in 2008 for the same reason 

Russia invaded Ukraine in 2014: Putin is afraid of flourishing democracies on Russia’s border. 

A functional and prosperous Georgia, free of the corruption that characterises Putin’s neo-

feudalism, may have inspired neighbouring countries to follow suit. The stakes were too high for 

Putin to allow such emancipation “Russia’s backyard.” Thus, it was not an insufficient 

commitment to national defence that inspired Putin to attack – it was the success of Georgia’s 

reforms. https://www.neweurope.eu/article/ukraines-false-dichotomy/ 

 

What were those reforms? "Saakashvili’s only alternative would have been to reject his country’s 

chosen Western course, avoiding the progress that the Kremlin considered an affront."  

 

Nato. Saakashvili had one agenda, bring Georgia into Nato. Period. Then as the leader of 

Ukraine he led the charge to the promised NATO land for Ukraine hand in hand with Zelensky, 

they were 'enthusiastic collaborators and allies.' 

 

In June 2022, Pushaw retroactively registered as a foreign agent per the Foreign Agents 

Registration Act (FARA), after the United States Department of Justice contacted her, She hired 

former United States Attorney for the District of Columbia, Michael R. Sherwin, to represent 

her. She was paid $25,000 over the course of two years for her work and lived rent-free, for six 

weeks, in a Tbilisi apartment owned by a Saakashvili associate. In a November 2018 interview 

for Georgia Today, Pushaw claimed she was "not paid by anyone" for her support of 

Saakashvili.  Yet according to her FARA filing, she received her first cash payment from 

Saakashvili in late October 2018. 

 

She Lied. Her filing described her arrangement with Saakashvili as "unwritten and informal". 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stand_Together
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Koch
https://www.forumfreerussia.org/en/biographies/pushaw
https://www.neweurope.eu/article/ukraines-false-dichotomy/


 

She backed and has taken part in the exact same political geopolitical interventions in two 

separate nations. At the end of the day she is not only an enigma but a top notch actress playing 

deep state 'controlled opposition' swamp creature and that I hypothetically believe is her primary 

role on the DeSantis squad. 

 

 

 


